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This bibliography has been compiled as part.of a continuing series designed-

to make information on relevant disgertatIons availablesto.users of'the ERIC.

system. Monthlyl.ssues of Dissertation Abstracts International are reviewed

.- in order to compile abstracts of dissertations on related topics, which thus

become.accessible in searches of the ERIC data base: Ordering informatiod

-for the dissertatiopä themselves is included at the epd of tick bibliography.

Abstracts of ttie following dissertations areLthcluded in this collection:

Berryman, Cynt4ia.Lopise

PERCEPTIONS OF MALE AND FEMALE SEX-

APPROPRIATE AND SEX-INAPPROPRIATE

LANGUAGE

. Browman, Catherine Phebe,

TIP OF THE TONGUE AND SLIP OF THE

EAR: IMPLICATIONS FOR'LANGUAGE

PROCESSING .

Buhr, Robert Drake

NAMING DEFICITS IN ANOMIA AND. APHASIA:

IMPLICATIONS'FOR MODELS OF'SEMANTIC

AND LEXICAL ORGANIZATION

Ghesanow, Jeanne Renou .

DEVELOPMENTAL DISCOURSE: FORM, FUNC-

TION:,-AND PROCESS IN DESCRIPTIVE

MONOLOGUES

Conont, Susan Jane'

PRAGMATIC INFORMATION AND CONTEXTUAL

VARLATION: LISTENER-DEPENDENT MODI-

FICATIONS IN THE SPEECH OF FOUR-YEAR,

OLD CHILDREN

Decade Jolinda Klein

IDENTIFICATION,OF QRAL COMMUWATION

SkILLS IN CHILDREN: AN ANALYSIS OF

DEVELOPMENTAL AND INDIVIDUAL DIFFER-

ENCESAIN PERFORMANCE 1

111.

&allows, Deborah Jean Zerad

SYLLABIFICATION AND SYLLABLE STRUC-

TURE: EVIDENCE FROM CHILD LANGUAGE

a

1-

* qbodwin, Marjorie Harness

CONVERSATIONAL PRACTICES IN A PEER

GROUP OF URBAN BLACICCHILDREN

Hambley, Janice Marie

THE GROWTH OF WORD MEANIN DURING

MIDDLE CHILDHOOD

4

Jennings, biane Faulk

.AN ANALYSIS OF THE RESPONSES OF CHIL-.

. DREN TO'VARIOUS LEVELS OF QUESTIONS

-;

JOhnsop, Chatte0C.fifford, Jr.
.

TEMPORAL-PARAthikWITHIN THE SPEECH

:$.1.,PNAL APPLIED TO SFEAKE. IDENTIFICA-

iTON

Kirk, Carol Ann Coleman

PRESCHOOL CHILDREN'S AWARENEN:OF.

FUNCTION WORDS AS SEPARABLE UNITS

IN AURAL LANGUAGE "

.1

Kowieski, Richard E.

A DESCRIPTIVE ANALYS'IS OF THE' VERNAC7.

ULAR LEXICON OF BL4c1( AND-WHITE STU-

DENTS AT.OHIO UNIVERSITY IN RELATION

.To ROCK MUSIC

Kuhn, Sara Elizabeth Eakin

THE RELATIONSHIP OF FORMAL OPERATIONS

AND SYNTACTICAL COMftEXITY IN ORAL

LANGUAGE OF ADULT WOMEN

rMcCabe, Patrick P.

CASE RELATIONSHIPS IN.THE CREATIVE

ORAL LANGUAGE.OF PREOPERATIONAL AND

CONCRETE OPERATIONAL FIRST GRADERS
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PERVEPTIONS OF MALE AND FEMALE SEX-,
APPROPRIATE AND SEX-INAPPROPRIATE LAN-
GUAGE Order No. 7901427

BERRYMAN, Cynthia Louise, Ph.D. Bowling Green StateUnl-
varsity, l078. 131pp.

Two stimulus tapes were created to manipulate male and
female comniunicakors' use of task and soclo-emoSional be-
havior, pronunciation of -icig word endings, interruptionsrpitch,
intoilatton, and number of wordsz Tdterm1ne the source.of
perceptsal attributions to male and female communicators,
thisstudy compared subjects' perceptions of male and female
communicators who use.sex-appropriate and sex-inapproprtate
language features.

Results indicate that regardless of whether they are used
by a male or female communicator, traditional 'female* Ian-
guage features consistently contribute. to the user's credibility.
A communicator, regardless of gender, who Use.s traditional
!Lrnale" language features is consistently rated as more ex-
troveiled.

It was concluded that: 1) Communicatbrs are differentially
rated as a consequence of linguistic features in their messages
rather than as a consequence of mere identification co source
gender; 2) One's language shoeld not be restricted by tradi-
tional see-role prescriptions but should be guided by situa-
tional appropriateness.

s

TIP OF THE TONGUE AND SLIP OF THE EAR: IMPLICA-
TIONS FOR LANGUAGE PROCESSING Order No. 7901340

BROWMAN, Catherine Phebe, Ph.D. University of Califainia,
Los Mgeles, 1978. 1S'ipp. Chairman: Professor peter'
Ladefoged

ses' 41'

Lexkal retrieval errors (the tip-of-the-tongue phendrnenon
'or TOT) and perceptual errors (slips of the ear or SLOE) oc-
curring 4urng casual conversaSion were analyzed and compared
to each ot

Chapte ne includes a general description of the TOT data
. as well as analyses of the role of unit sls.e, watin-unit position

and-stress. The lexical errors consist primarily of errors of
segment order and secondarily of errors in.segment identity.
Recall is most arcurate at three points of prominence within the
word: at the beginning, at the end, and at the beginning of the
stressed syllable. The segments tend to be recalled in small
groups: consonant clusters, vowel plus clusters, or entire syl-
lables. Vowels in partieular are generally recalled in cOmbina-
Hon with theSimmediately adjacent consonants; they combine as
often with preceding consonants as with following consonants.
Consonants in final position in the syllable rarely are recalled
alone; they are almost always combined wittrthe vowel. Coriso,
nants in the initial jibsitionof the syllable on the other hand, are -
recalled without the vowel much more frequently. The rhythmic
pattern of the lexical Rein is generally recalled accurately re-
gardless of whether the segments are accurately recalled. The
Initial eonsonant(s) of the stressed syliable are generally ac-'
curately recalled; however, they are recalled es stressed (rather
than unti(ressed) only if the rhythmic 13attern of the lexical item
is also correctly recalled. Stresis facilitates recall only for the
initial portion of the stresSed syllable, not for the vowel or final
.portion.

ghapter two includes a general description of the SI,OE data
itiCivell as ati analysis of the role of the word in peiceptualpr-
roofs The majority of the errors occur within one word. 'there
Is no evidence that any partieular portion of.the word triggers
the misperception. There is a very slight tendency for weids to
be perceived as shortest either by perceiving two sty:5H words
Instead of a single It>ng word:or by failing to perceive some
portion of the word. A misperception of word strueturepwo
short words perceived as one iong word. or vice versa) is as-
sociated with more segmental errors and more serious segmen- '
tal errors (multiple feature changes).

Chapter three coreutes the investigation ofsperceptual er-
rots with analyses orrhe distribution or perceptual errors within

. .

the word. Two sources of perceptual errors arP Paetftd: a low,-
level acoustic. mistanalysis, and into rtetegee 'MN highr (lex-.

ical) levels. Errors attributable td'a low-level acoustic mi..,
analysis occur; most frequently at the beginning of the word and
of the syllable, and least frequently at the end of the word and
the syllable. On the other hand, errors attributable to high level
interference occur least treedently at the beginning and end of
the Icord, and most frequently in the middle of the word.

Chapter four compares the lexical errors and the perceptual
errors to each other and to the information' present in the acous-
tic signal. On the basis'.of this eomparison, a mechanism com-
mon to both lexical mul perceptual 'errors is propcised. The
common mechanism focuses attentiOn on the beginning and end
of the word, and also on the inpiaSportion of the stressed nyl-
table. It iS suggested that the pattern of lexicai errors is.a
function of this mechanisYn operatingsjuring retrieval, rather
than a function of storage. It is fur her proposed ShaSthe pat-.
tern of perceptual errors is a funeti of this mechanism oper-
ating on the output of a duration-base lit level acoustic ana-
lyzers

NAMING DEFICITS IN ANOMIA AND APHASIA: IMPLICA-
TIONS FOR MODELS OF SEMANTIC AND LEXICAls .

GANIZATION Order,No., 06524

- BUHR, Robert Drake, Ph.D. Brown Univeisjty, 197 228pp.

A study was undertaken to analyze the relatron between nam-
ing disruptions and semantic processing disruptionn in aphasia.
The performance of five clinical [Stoups (normals, Broca's
Aphasics, anomics, andRight-Hemisphere-damagett patients)
was measured bor 1ST and Error scores across naming, per-
ceptual processing, and semantic processing &ages.

AU groups performed equally well on the perceptUal tasks,
although the Brain-damaged group took longer,. Perceptual
matching, however, gave evidence of semantically-based con-
straints.

Results 'Of performance on other taski inditate that
Wernicke's aptiasics are the most impaired group in both nam-
ing and semantic matching tasks. Anornics perform as well as
normals on the naming task, although they did show RT impair-
ments. Both the anomics and the RH group were the slowest
on the semantic matching tasks, although they did4not make as
many errors as the Wernicke's group. Although there were
overall differences between the performance of the anomics

'and Wernicke's groups, some similarities emerged in perlors
mance on the auditory-visual semantic matching task. This ob-
servation is confounded, howeyer, by the mildness of the naming
deficit in the anomie group.

The Broca's group also evidence naming and semantic pro-
cessingdefleits. However, their semantic disruptions seem
qualitatively different from those of the RH wow's, and quanti-
tatively different from the othet aphasic groups. There was
no evidence for semantic field constriction in the Broca's
groups, as in the other groups; rather, Broca's aphasics suffer
a disruption of a "featuresmatching" mechanism.
- These results.imply that there are two dimensions of se-
mantic processing resulting from brain damage: (1) constric-
tion of semantic fieici organization, and (2) disruption of a
feature-matching mechanism. Moreover, these dimensions
can be 'disrupted separately. This implies that comprehension
deficits- resulting from aphasia (or btain damage li, general)
are non-unitary in nature.

Results of this experiment also yield conclusions relevant
to psychology and iinguistics: Firstly, individuals seem to use
two types jf scanning procedures in making eemantic related-
ness decisions: (1) a scan of the appropriate Amantic cate- .
gory in determining that two items are not related, and (2) a scan
of the features asociated with the particular items being com-
-pared in determining that two items sr related..1Category re-
earch, then, is only one part ot a larger semantic processing

fmechanism.
Secondly, there is also evidencelor a separate level of lex-

ical representation, which may be unaffected by semantic or-
wlitation deficits, or which mity be disrupted without semantic
field constriction. It does appear, however, that semantic ron-
straints play a role in the organization of this lexical retire-,

epsiihtatIon level.
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IHIssily, there seems to be a relation between semantiefteld
sossOrtation and naming deficits, although thts explanatioh can.,
sot miscount foresoor naming performance in Broca's aphasia.
As altatei0e explanation for the performance of this group
is altered. The relation between semantic.processinideficits

smith* from brain damage, and neurar memory models is also
disesesed.

. '

DEVELOPMENTAL DISC615SE: FORM, FUNCTION, AND
PROCESS IN DeCittPTIVE MONOLOGUES

Order No. 7911484

tHEsorbvi, Jeanni Renou, Ph.D. Washington University,.
1918. 274pp. Chairman; Marshall Durbin .

Experiments were carried out which detehnined how de-
scriptions of pictures-are generated by children aga five to
ten and by adults, ancra discourse analysis Warernadf the
linguistic nature (organization, syntax, senianties, aria prag-
matics) of such descriptions.. -

Verbal descriptions (Atm same photograph were elicited
from 24, elementary school children, ages five, six, seven, and
ten (six in eich age group) and from twelve adults, six of whom
wrote their descriptions. Using an ethnography of speaking
apprOach, the components of the context of situation for this .

particular interview were determined and an assessment .made '
of theinfluence each component had on the linguistic output of
the participants. Components having an identifiable influence
wire found to be the age and social roles of the participants,
the descriptive purpose of the discourse, the monologic form
of the-message, and the presuPpositional pool for the speech.
situation. Examples of howeach component influenced the 'fiur-
face structure are- provided. The interview as a whole was
found to be composed of adjacency,pairs and a three-move
e4iciting exchdhge, such as thbsefound in classroom discourse.

...The internal structure of the Monologues was examined
ustiig Aid-partite discourse analysis. First,.employing
method set ufily Halliday and Masan (1978), the cohesive ties
(such as pronominalization, definitization, ellipsisysynonymy,
hyponyrny, and partonymy) relating the sentences to one an-
other, 'were identified, defined ks either grammatical or lex-
lcal,, end counted for each discourse. The number of cohesive'
ties per discourse inc.reased wilhpe age of the children: The
adult spoken showed a marked iecrease over the children's;
and the...adult written a sharp increase over the Ault spoke

Second, the overall'organizathe of the discourses was
amined. IA unit of discourse, termed a pans, was proposed an
defined bothlinguisticaily and psychologically. The method of
organitation for all,age groupq, was fyund to be a series of sect
passel' over the piain subject areas of the picture; this strategy
WO found to be selective., discrete; and cyclical,, characteria-
tics Shared with other skilled human activities. A'salience
erarchy itete.rmined the ordering Of information, both in the
whole passes and within individual passes. The developcment
of Oi successive pass strategy was both qualitative and quan-
tititive. The mean number of passes,per description increased'
with age, as did the informativeness of the pass as measured
by 'counting the numher otcontentives in The sukjects' first
pass over the subject category men.

Third, the initial ele.ment or starting point of the sentences
in the discourses war* examined from a functional sentence ..
perspective?. The development of starting points proceeded
from mlnincally functional starting points to complex starting
points, such as adverbs of.location, which began to-ftppear in
the discourses of the nine- and ten-year-olds. The communi-
cativo value of such adverbials in sentence initial position is ,-

detahN with examples.
Thrs study has shown in measurable detail how the ability

to. produce organized discoursedevelops in children from age.
five to age ten as compared with the discourses of mature
speakers'.

,

0
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PRAGMATIC INFORMATION AND CONTEXWAL VARIA-TION: LISTENER-DEPENDENT' MODIFICATIONS IN cl'HE
SPEECH OF FOUR-YEAR-OLD CHILDREN.

Order No. 7909883

CONANT, Suin Jaee, Eci&D. Harvar'd University:1918. "194ip.
1,7t. .

A .
-; PraOmatic-inforination, information about speakers' uses

' oi itences, isrclassified into fotti overlapping groups: atten-
tional-orieriting redormation, information about illecutionary
force, information about speaker stance, and thematic informa-
HOW. Linguistic devices for encoding these kinds of information
are discussed.

In a study of 4-:year-1ld children's speech to-one another
and to toddlers, it was hypothesized, first, that 4-year-old sub-
jects produce more speech in 20-minute sessions when talking
tp peers than,..when talkingto toddleis; second, that the 4-year-
old subjects use 12 categories of 'linguistic devices for encoding
pragmatic informatipn at a hjgher rate wherr talking to peers
than when talking to toddlers; third, that more 4-year-old sub-
jects-ute complex pragmatic devices when talking to peers only
than use sech devices when talking to toddlers only anct to both
addressees, but that this is not the case ;or simple devices.

Results iqdicate that (re= 25) 4-year-old subjects spoke
more words and took morge conversationaleurnA when talking
to peers than when talkiag to toddlers, although an-rounttispeech
seemeto be related to the ()icier ih which sessions take place -
(peer first or toddler first) and to the degree of friendship.bef.
tween the 4-year-olds. A multivariate apalysis, with differ-
ences in rates of using the 12 categories of devices asdependent,
variables, 'shows MO, overall, subjects'-rates of using the cate-
gories differed whenlalkipg to peers ancrowhen talking to tod-
dlers. UnVvariate analyses indicate that subjects used-9 ef,the
12 categorjies at a 'significantly higher rate (a< .025) to peers
than to toadlers. Results also tndicate that the four categpries
of simple devices wete notusedkiy more sutTi/cts to peers only
than to both addressees and to toddlers only; bUt that four of
the eight categories of com'plex devices were used by moresub-

s to peersonlythah to botkaddressees and lo toddlers only. ,
I'heoretical and methodological issues related to the study

Sib discussed, particularly the possibility that detoured speech,
speech overtlytdirected at one person but covertly aimed at an-
pther, occurs at different rates in different contexts, and hence
systematically biases results in studies like the one reported.

IDENTIFICATION OF ORAL 6oMMUNICATION SKLLS IN
CHILDREN; AN ANALYSIS OF DEVELOPMENTAL AND
INDIVIDUAL IFFERENCES IN PERFORMANCE

Order No, 7904417

DECAD, Jolinda in, Ph.D. University of California,.Berke-
ley, 1978. 138pp.

The pattern of speaker erformance across eight communi-
cation tasks was examined i a sample of seventy speaker-

'listener paii-s of second and f rth grade boys and girls from
a white, middle-class area. ,T e tasks chosen were meant to
represent four types of information-giving, including descrip-
tion, direction-giving, narration and story-retelling. There
were two,tasks Of each type, Performance was evaluated on,
the basis of the'speaker's initial encodinvand the listener's

reiponse, without the listener providing feedback. Be-
sides the variables of age and sex', a set of independent vari-
ables was indudedocorresponding to cognitive style, working
memory capacity, and general ability. The dependent variables
were subjective ratings of spekker effectiveness on each task,
based on adult raters' judgements of how well Ihe listerier
(Wald have responded based on what the speaker said. g

The results of the correlational and factor analyses of task
ratings for grades combined suggested that two skills were in-
volvedt a' sequential skill and a descriptive skill. Comparison.
of rited 'effectiveness between tasks showed that the sister'
taks were those that loeded on only one skill, whreas the,

difficult,taeks required both skills.
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Significan t grade-levet differences Were found in speaker
-peilgrmance on all eight tasks. An examination of the factori
loading patterns within each grade suggested that tbeve were
,pleo qualitative differences in the way each grade performed,
fin second grade, the factor loading pattern Was specific to

/each type of task, whereas by fourth grade mOre general COM-
=Alsatian skills emerged, In -addition, the materials involved
in each' task also played an IMportant role in perfdrmance sim-
ilarittes across tasks. AS examination o'( the relative dihi-*
gutty of the tasks volkhin grade revealed that the ratings .
tasks representing the descriptive skill were significantly
higher than those representing the sequential skill in.!'
grade. The difference between tasks decreased in fpuretiVadi,
indiceting that performance improved More for tasks involving .
sequential skill and suggested that descriptive tkill develops
before sequential skill.

txamination of sex differeikes indicated that although there
was little difference in overall speaker effectiveness between
girls and boys, there were differences in the patterns of cord
relations among tasks: for glrls, the cluster of correlations
Ives stronger for the,sequential skill tasks, ana there was a
at:order relationship:between the individual ratings within that
cluster with the other independent variables; for boys, this
relationship was similar for the cluster representing the d-.
scriptise skill, alb

The correlations of the task ratings withtbe indepenaent
variables suggested the usefulnesS of applylng the,theory of
cognitive development proposed by Pascual-Leone to corn-
mUniiLi on. Both Digits Backwards (assessing M-space) and
Block Des g ssessing field-dePendence-independence) were
signifitantly correlated with all the, tasks for grades combined.
In-addition, Digits Backwards correlated with the sequential
tasks in second grade but not with the descriptive tasks, and
did not correlate with any of the tasks in fourth grade. This
suggested that the tasks representing each Skill required a
cert n minimal M-space that had been attained for the de-
script4ve skill by second grade and attained for the sequential -

skill b fourth grade. Block Design_ correlated with the factors
that ex ained Most.of the variance for both grades -combined
and with n-grades, but did not correlate with any individual
tasks. Te finding that partialling out Block lAsign and Visits
Backwardl affected many of the simple correlations for grades
combined uggested that although Block Design did not have a
strong rola lonship with any of the individUal tasks, it served
a fecilitativ function in performance. The Masson was pri,.
marily rei4atêçi to tasks representing,the descriptive skill, and
was an incre ingly important variable by 'fourth grade, which
seemoil to indicate that the older speakers used more logical
reasoning in their.encodings.

Some methodological considerations which might have In-
fluenced the results are discussed.

SYLLABIFICATION AND SYLLABLE STRUCTURE: EVI-'
DENCE FROM CHILD LANGUAGE Order No. 7910961

FALLOWS, Deborah Jean Zerad, Ph.D. The University 0 Texas
at Austin; 1978. 107pp. Supervisert , Robert D. King

k

A major concern In receet linguistic .14e4earch has been the
syllable and its place in phonological theory.;turrent research.
has focused on two issues: .(1) the syllabification processthe
division of words intotheir component syllables; (2)definIng
the characteristics of the resulting syllables. --

Syllable theories base syllatiification on four major princi-
plO: (I) phonotactics of the language; (2) the maximum num-
ber ot consonant!Lit the syllable onset; (3) maximum ambisyl-
labicity, or the Wring of coesonants by syllabtes; (4)attraction
of die maximum nuMbet of consonants by a stressed syllable.
Diffrent theories.uie different combinations of these prtnci -

structures.
on were collected

pies add sdggest different preferred sylla
In this research data on word syllabi(

from two aie-groups of English-speaking c ildren, five and ten:
years old. The data reflect on the validity of the syllabification
principles:' their relative importance, different methods of syl-
labifying in different word strictures, and resulting Aillable
etructures.

.-,-;,...

.
lititiults showed that the shape oca stressed syllableie more

regular than the shape of an aftstressedsyllable: kpeakCrdvIfl '
syllabify a word toMaintlItn.the preferred structure Of a stressed
syllable at the expenSe:.if necd5Ory, of ttf§,u4tressed
With respect to stressed Syllafvles, the consonant phonotactics

.certhe language are Almost always observed (98%) in Sellablfica-;
k stressed syllable will attract the maximum number of.

consonants in initial'position (94%) but'not final position unless:
ths vowel is lax (85%)v Thus,'the preferred syllable shape is:
CIPirthe vowel is tenke., and eve if it is lax. Further, Ambi-
syllabicity is used as a strategy for regularizing the shape of
an unstressed syllable 36 of the time,by attracting a consonant

` in initial position and 19% of the time'by closing a-lax vowel.
Ihere is a consensus among both groups of speakers on

these findings.. iliowever, older speakers as individZials are
more consistent in their syllabifications, and as a group em-.
ploy ambisyllabicity twice as often as a strategy for regulariz-.
ing the structure aunstressed syllables.

.s

CONVEhSATIONAL PRACTICES IN A PEEP GROUP OF
BLACK CHILDREN Order No. 7824729.

GOOD ,.Marjorie Harness, Ph.D. University of Penn-
sylvanja, 1978. 699pp. Supervisor: Erving Coffman:

'A range of speech activities in a peer gtoup of jitban black,
working class children, ages (intr through thirteen, are iniesti-
gated from the perspective of the approach to conversation anal-
ysis developed by Sacks and his colleagues. Activities ex-
amined include rituala of acceis, stories, command sequences,
ritual insult, gossip, for,ms-of arguing, tricking, and various
tyPes of speech play. Data consist of several hundred hours
of audiotape of spontaneously occurring conversation which took
place-over A sixt een month Period...

A' general introduction discusses the relevance of the analy-
sis of conversation for the study of culture and social organi-
zation. Then, following a brief description of the setting In .

which fieldwork took place, play and proce-sees of comparison
among sex- and 4e-different 'groups are discuised. Girls and
boys make use of different forms of 'directive' sequences in-
coordinating activities, and such differences can be seen totre.
related to procedures for rnakikcomparisons. 4

Arialysis fhen turns to inveetigation of a number of nversa-
tioal stroctures, such as turn-taking, overall structural orga-

ation, repairs, and the preferente- for agreement, in the talk
of this particular group. It is found that these children utilize
the same turn-taking system as that described-4y Sacks, Scheg-
loft and Jefferson (1974)., They do not, However, employ greet-
ings to begin talk with each other; further, the access ritUals
they do use do not bound conversational units, but rather pe- .riods of co-presence.

Intestigatiotkf disagreement sequences reveals that argu-
dentatiVe talk is a highly organized phenomenon, constructed
through systematic alternatives tio the activities through which
the preference for self-correction and the preference for agree..
menpare achieved. The ten shipes, sequencing patterns, in-
tonation contours, and types 'of person descriptors of children's
argumentative talk, a 1.as procedures for bringing lt toa close, are desc rib

, The third chapt nvestigates Stories. The perspealve
taken,* conversation analysts to theft study, i.e., examining
stories as the emergent products of the interaction of speaker
and kearer, is distinguished from. that of folklore and linguis-
tics. Preface, response.and telling seqhences are analyzed in
the recountings of the children. Recipients and teller ac-tively
-collaborate in developing the story, the structure of which is
found toeiroeide a form of social organiiation which-can be dd..
fer.entisted from that characteristic of argumentative sequencea.

The final phenomenon examined I§ len extended form of gos-
sip event called he-said-she-said.'.Procedures for conitruet-
ing the event provide not only for utteraaces with a particular
etruetute but also createa coherent domain .of action, including
se 'organized paat and situated biographies for each of thrpar
ticipants..at different stages in the client, as well ars aPProttri-
1St identities and actions for them in the present. Actual -se-
quences of cit.* occurring in different stages of tht activity.are
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'analyzed in detail. Iethe reporting stagithdle organization of
the he-said-she-said is found to interlock with more.geners1

procedures for/ story conetruction, with the effect that relevant
. stories are nonly systematically construeted but also sys-

1eMatically varLin terms.of, fok example, changes in recipi-.,
ents. In the conTrontation stage, the point where the party talked
about brtngs action against the Party who talked about her, the
structure of the he-said-she-said intersects with the structures
for constructing disagreement to produce focused and extended

.

debate.
The analysisof conversation permits the investigation of

language, culture and social organization from a single inte-
%grated perspective. Detailed study of the spontaneous speech
of a group.of black children on the street reveals that rather
than being disorganized it is in fact highly organized and ritu-'
ally complex -- indeed a demonstration of their ability not

simply to construct coherent sentences, but also to construct
social order.

I?

THE .GHOWTH OF WORD MEANING DURING MIDDLE
CHIDDHOOD

<,

HAMBLEY, Janice MArie, Ph.D. University uf Tor'onto (Can-
ada), 678

This thesis reports an Investigation of children's understand-
ing of word meaning, with particular interest focused on the en-
coding of semantic features. Previous research has shown that. i
adults derive complex word meaning from the encoding of mul-.
tiple features. This study was designed to inve,stigate whether
children, like adults, encode several semantic features at a
time, thereby exhibiting a siTilar ptitential for rich comprehen-
sion of word meaning. . c

Following Bruner, Olver and dfeenfield (1967), Clark (1973),
.Anglin (1970) and others, one possible prediction would hold

that-developmental tifferences would be found in the erfcoding
patterns of younger and ofder children, with younger c ildren
encoding fewer features than older children. However, fhe al-
ternative.viewpoints of Buttenlocher (1974) and Rosch (1973,,

. 1975) would predict that plungel, and older children would'px-
hibit compa-rable encoding patterns if certain relevant' Variables
were controlled in the stiuly., aosch (1973, 1975) found that chit-
dren and adoltsphibited siMilar patterns in their comprehen-
sion of word meaning when the words were central members of
a category. Differences between children and adults appeared 4

when peripheral meMbers of a category were presented. iflut-
tenlocher 'found, when studying comprehension of meaning.,and
nOt verbal production, that children.and adults were comparable
in abilities. In the present study only..L.cords which were rated i
as being central members of the ratigories under investigation".

i were used as stimulus itcms. Also, the proydure ',employed
in the research measured comprehension of word meaning with,
out requiring overt produetion or categorizing responses.

The method used to study these different theoretical posi-
tions was Wicken's Rele.ase from Proactive Inhibition technique,
This is an hirmediate memory procedure which allows one to
manipulate the degree of apparent overlapin meaning of cate-'
gories of words and to measure rthe subjects' recall of the dif-
ferences in meamingliverlap.

b The subjects were 256 children in gradeq 3 'and 6. The chil-
dren in both grades were divided into two groups according to

A vocabulary lest scores to form a high and.low verbal ability
group per grade. Children were asselised rpr their,ability to
differentiate.betwcn four categories of worns varying in fea-

'tyre -overlap. Differenees'in recall sco;es, repecting'differ-
ences in the children'S perception of feature overlap (Wickens,

... i Dalezmsn Ai Fggempier, 1976), were measured as a function of
experife-ental9c9ndittpe, age and level 'of verbal ability.

The results indientedthat children from both gradep and .

bottflevCs of verbal abilitvomprehended the moanidgs of the
words iti aerfanner similar To adults. Ilfe recall of the high
and levy verbal ability children In grades ,3 and 6 was consistent
with an interpretation oPmultiple encoding of semantic'. features.
Difftwerices between the tWo grades and the two leiels of verbal.
Abilfty occurred only with respect to.overall recall; tin* rola-

: live recall pf ene category to-another was conststent across
-,.. $ .....,,

./

1

all groups of subjects. These data supported the findings of
Rosch (1973, 1974) and Huttenlocher (1974) with regard to'chil-
dren's understanding of word meaning. Like' adults, children
demonstrated'an ability to encode multiple features of meaning.

This apparent consistency in multiple encoding of semantic
reatures acrosS two age groups of children and adult subjects,
led to"the conclusion that quite'possibly the underlying struc-
ture of Semantic encoding might be common to language users
Of all ages. While the feature lists associated with word mean-
ings are frequently different for children and adults, %Shen mul-
tiple features ire attached tp word meaning, it is suggested 1
that both children and adultslare capable of multiple encoding. I

.4(

AN ANALYSIS OF TRE RESPONSES CA' CHILDREN TO
VARIOUS LEVELS OFNUESTIONS Order No. 7901650.

JENNINGS', Diane Faulk, Ed.D. University of Georgia, 1978.
238pp. Supervisors: Bernice Cooper and Louis Bashaw

The purpose of this stay was to investigate the effect of
age, sex, socioecohomic stattis, and question type upon the quan-
titative and qualitative differences in the responses of
seven-, ,and nine-year-old children to four types of.questions:
cognitive-memory, convergent, divergent,_and evaluative. The
quantitative differences were measured acamdlng to the length
of the response; the qualitative differences were measured ac-
cording to the syntactic complexity of the response and the .
'child's egocentric involvement in relating to questions and
justifying his answers.

The 158 subjects for the study included 73 males and 05 fe-
males-56 five-year-old' children from kindergarten, 46 seVell-
year-old children from second grade, and 56 nine-year-old
chndren from fourth grade.. All the subjects were white and
were,representative of the lower or middle socioeconomic'class
accordiug tb Warner's Index of Socioeconomic Status (1960).
There wete 76 middle SES subjects and 83 lower SES *sub-
jects. All the subjects were interviewed and taped in a room
away from their.classroom. Each child was told the same
short story using puppets' and props and asked 12 ques
about the story and charaeters--three cognitivel.memory, three
convergent, three divergent, and three evaluative questions.

The Gallagher-Aschner Question Classification System pro-
vided a guide for classifying the four types of questions asked.-
The measures used in the analysis of the responses were (1) the
mean word le4th Of the response, (2) the mean word length.of

'the T-unit (Hunt, 1965) with Loban's guidelines (1976) for oral
responses to questions to assess compleXity and (3) the Test
of Task Relatedness, devised by Kroot (1976) from.the work of
Piaget (1965), to assess egocentric involvement in relating to
questions and justifying answers.

A three-way analysis of variance was used to study all three
measures-of response to each tfi:le of question. To further in-.,
terpret significant three-way intvactions, a two-way analysis
of variance was done for eactt age by question type. A three-
way repeated Measures analysispf variance was used to study
the responses of all the children' to each group of questions.
Subsequent-analYses were performed when F ratios at or be-
yond the .05 level were Obtained in any analysis.

The condlusions based upon the findings of thiS study were;
(I) For length of response, compleXity of response,' and t4K
relatedness of reslionse scorns middle SSES subjects.scoTed
significantly higher than lower SES subjects for all four types
of questions- asked. (2) For total questiohs asked the length ofv,_
response, complexity of response, and task, relatedness of re-

'sponse seoreS'wtere significantly higher fol. middle SES chil-
dren at ag 5 than hat x.;SES children of ages 5,,7, and 9..
(3) Age and SES signilicantly affected tha_length of response
of five-, seven-, anYpnitie-year -old childreAto the (mu. types
of questionis asked. Evaluative and ronv.ergent questions elicited
the longest responses from all age and SYS grenps and cogni-
.tiVe-memory and divergent questions,elicited the shortest re-
sponses from all age and SES groups. (41'Age.and SR; sig-
nificantly affected the coinplexity of r esp,inse to the different
quiemion types. Ali age and 5E5 groups had itenificantly longer
T-unit respimses to evaluative questions than to ail ott;ei ques-
tions. There.were significant SES differenre:4 in complexity
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et reSponses among live-year-old children. In response to cog-
nitiVe-Milmory.questIons ir; favor of advantaged subject& Age
and -ORS did not significantly interact to affect responses to
converpnt and divergent question', with the exception of a eig-
nificant age difference between ages 7 and 9 subject$ in renpons.
to convergent questions. In favor of the older children: (5),In
combining the,four types of questions, an increase in mean T-
enn length accompanied an increase in age indicating a devel-
opmental trend. (6) Age and SES affected the subject's ego-
centric involvement-, in answering questions and justifying
enswers. Evaluative questions elicited significantly the highest
mean task relatedn'ess scores from all age and SES groups.
Following in decreksing order were task relatedness response
Acores to convergent, dietigent, and cognitive-memory ques-
tions. There was no significant difference between ages on tail
relatidness'scores for,cognitIve-memory questions. (1) For
all questions asked, niean task relatedness suores increated
slightly at eaeh age tevel ipclicatfrig- a decrease in egocentric -

involvement with increasing age. All children were best able
tO relate to evaluative questions and provide more justification
of thins' answers. (8) The sex variable was not significant con-

. corning length of response, complexity Of response, or ego:
.centric involvement in answering questions and justifying an-
swers.

TE11111)0HA1. PARAMETERS WITHIN THE SPEECH SIGNAL.
APPLIED TO SPEAKER IDENTIFICATION *

Order No. 7907755

HNSON, Charles Clifford, Jr., Ph.D. The University of
Florida, 1978, 132pp. Chairman: Harry Hollien *. ,

This project Ineestigated some of the Idiosyncratic speech
chir4cterisilcs which permit an individual to be identified from
tits vlice alone. The specific objectives were: )(I) select .and
Skarnine certain temporal speech parameters, with reference
to Oeir sPeaker identification capabilities, (2) test thespeaker
identification effectiveness ofthe selected parameters undel
stress and disguise conditionis, and xarnine the affects Of

. simulated field conditions on thes identification cape-
pflities of the selected temporal vectors. s

/. Four sets of temporal parameters were chosen. These vecT
tors included durational analyst: of: (1) relative energy at
several levet; of intensity, (2) voiced and voiceless activity,'
.(3) vowel/consonant ratios, and (4) specific words and phrases.
Each ot these vectors *as composed of from 2 to 40 variable&
These temporal vectors were extractedIrom speecheamples
generated froth three experiments.

The Initial experiment was a laboratory-based study. Forty
adult males read a standarcl,prose passage while being re-
corded in an 'ideal* Jaboratorysetting. The results of this
experiment demonstrated the time-energy distribution (TED)
vector as the most effectiye of the selected temporal param.-

- eters. The voiced/voiceless speech time (VVL), vowel/con-
sonant duration ratio- (V/C), And word and phrase dicration
(WPD) vectors followed in descending order of identilication
effectiveneSs.

The second experiment also was laboratory-based. "In this
case, the subjects (20-adult anales) Were recorded Under sins-

. .11ar -conditions as those of the first experiment. However, these
subjects .read the passsgein three different manners: (1) hor-
mal speech, (2) stress (applied via electric shock), and (3) free
disguise. This -experiment resulted in the same vector effec-
tfveness as the first experIment. That is, Application of the
TED vector yielded the highest level's of idestification and th.
VVL, VIC, and WPb follotved in effectiAness. In addition, it
seas fouAd that stress andittisiguise speakIng.conditions do.re-
duce the identification power of the selected teinporal vectotd.
It should be noted that,.while the disguise condition yielded
much lower score&than the nermal, this condition was higher
then other similar studiet.

Is the third study, the temP&sill parameters were invest!
pled ender ccsiditions'parallel tO the forensic model. A speakir
simulated a *Crime' over the telephone and a *sufwect pool"
wee created by- re4ording subject's in a stimulated interroptiOn
presider.. Theefindings demonstrated that the vectors ejere

relatively ineffectual in this very restrictive situatiOn. How-
ever, the TED ind VVL vectors did show some limited poten-
tial; iqdicating that these vectors may be useful in a speaker
identification system suitable lor the forensie world.

ln general,a few oierall conclusions can be made based on
the findings of the three completed studies.

1. Temporal characteristics found within the speech sig-
nal are important in thespeakerIdentification process.

.'3. Certain temporal characteristics altiplosyncratic of
an individual's spee3h patterns.

3. Stressful and disgulsed.speaking conditions reduce the
levels of identification exhibited by Stese selected tem-
poral vectors. ,

. 4. The temporal parameters examined tn this research
prograrn are less effected than frequency parameters
when a, speaker disguises his voice.

5. The restrictive condition of a simulated field situation
'greatly interferes with the identification powers of these

- temporal vectors.

6. The temporal parameters may be a useful addition to
an established speaker Identification system.

4

PRESCHOOL CHILDREN'S AWARENESS OF FUNCTION
WORDS AS SEPARABLE UNITg IN AURAL LANGUAGE

Order No. 790311165

.
KIRK, Carol Ann COleman, Ph.D. Universal( of Colorado at
Boulder, 1978. I59pp: Director: Assistant Professor Philip
DIStefano

The purpose of this study was: (1) to verify the resulta1of
the pilot study conducted in 1976 and Other studies concerning
the preschool child's ability to segment words in aural Ian-

% guage; (2) to assess the effects of -segmentation instruction on
performance of a word segmentation task, and (3) to assess
the effeceof socioeconomic status on performance of a word
segmentation task. The sex of the child and the age of the child .
were also considered. The study focusec' on fupction Words.

The sample consist:d of 40 preschool children from four
preschools and One day center in Colorado. ractors of age,
sex and socioeconomic-status were considered in randomly
assigning subjects to ether the control or the experimental
group.

A soc ioeconomic index was u`sedto determine SOC10000IR Mic**us. A reacting screening test was 6si1structed to (distil e
children who could read. A segmentation task was constru ted
to measure the child's word segmentation ability. The ta
was demonstrated for all chiktren1 only children in the e
Mental group received insthiction in segmentatio of functi( word:. -

The study used a factorial design. The main effecis Weri
treatment, sex of the.child, socioeconomic status'of the child
end age of the child. Six dependent va
separately. They were the nuMber of c
snd the number of errors on sentences c

abies were analyzed
rect segmerstationst
taintng five types of

function words: determinerS, auxiliarieS, auxiliaries plus-not,
and used as a connector and prepositions.

4 Results showed no significant difference in performance of
the sogmentation task due to function word. type, or to the sex,
soeioeconomic status or age of the child. These findings are
c9posite those of the pilot study.,The cbnflict in.results may
be due to unconscious cueing during oral presentation of the
segmentation task in the pilot study, to the,usekof taped 1)roisen-

, tation .of the segmegtation task in thts study, to the coMplexity
and scope of the segmehtation task itself coupled with minimal
instruction, or to an interaction of factors.

The chtld aye fun dontriol of function words.
There was scernible,pdtte14. of-development of funetten
word awarene

The children nsistently divided sentences between the
complete subject *and complete predicate, except when a verb
phrele 'followed a personal pronoun.

-
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%wise boundaries were crossed only in sentences with an
overriding rhythmic psttern.

Unlocking meaning was the primary concrn of these c41-7
dren. Segmenting words wai their second concern.

41

A DESCRIPTIVE, ANALYSIS OF THE VERNACUL4R LEXI-
CON Or BLACK ANP WHITE STUDENTS AT OHIO UNI-
VERSITY IN 'RELATION TO ROCK MUSIC

Order No. 7904636

KOWIESKI, Richard E., Ph.D. Ohio University, 1978. 187pp.
Di:ector of Dissertation: Dr. M. Gyi

.The purpose of this study was to investigate (1) shared and
disparate vernacular experiences among Black and White stu-
dents at Ohio University in relation to rock music, arid (2) so-
del behavior related tO rock music.

To gather such information, two questionnaires were de-
vised: (I) Slang Ttirms Associated with Rock (STAR-I) and
12) Slang Terms Associated with Rook (STAR-I-I was
designe51 to elicit slang-terms from rock music experts.
Rock rifusic experts were those actively involved in the crest,-
tion, production, and promotion of rock music. On the basis
of slang terms generated by STAR-I, STAR-II was constructed
as a test questionnaire.

STAR-II consisted of thirty-six referents and slang terms
across six categories associated with Rock Music and social
behavior related to Rock Music: (1) Styles of Rock: Soul Rock,
Country Rock, Black Rock, Punk Rock, Progressive Roca;
(2) Aspects of Rock: Banjo, Rhythm, Quality. Intensity, Trio,
Male/Female, Dress, klbums; (3) Drugs: Hash, Cocaine, ,

Roach, Whiskey, Highne4e; (4) Sexual Activities: Sex, Orgies,
Fellatio, Cunnilingus, Fetish, Sodomy; (5) Religions Expert-
end's: Spiritual Awarenes , God, Occults, Euphoria, Mysti-
churl: (6) Social Behavior: riends, Parties, Dratk,-Food,
Home, Economics, Police H assment. STAR-II was admin-
istered to 100 Biack and 100 hite students at Ohio. Universay
to determine slang usage amorl Ohio University 'students.
4 Analysis of data from STAR II involved coniputing four t-
tests for the purpose of determi ing differences in the mean
scores of the total number of res nses of Mack and White
stutnts on ," Black Siang:: "White Slarig," and the resPonse
iteilE of "None" and "Other."

The results cif the t -tests indicated that Blacks used Black
slang more frequently than Whites, Whites used White slang
more frequently than Blacks, and that Whites responded to the
iterie None" more frequently than Blacks.

Adeltionally, seventy-two ChiSquare tests were computed
on :Itch rock music referent to detesmine if expected vs. ob-
served frequency scores were statistically significant among
Black and White respondents in their slang usage.

The results of thirty-six Chi Square tests of Black 8.
responses to, STAR-II indicated that thirty-one Mensal'
achieved statistical significance. However, Black Ss respooses

. to twelve referents inditated Black #e. used more White slang
than Rlack.slang terms.

The results of thirty-six Chi Square tests of White Ss v4P-
sponse. to STAR-41 indicated twenty-one referents achieved
lItatistical significance.. However,'White Ss used more Black .

alang than White slang teriiis.
. -

The study concluded that niang and rock .music Ara .pro-
ducts of acculturatlon. Rock music is thus viewed as contribut,
log to a levelling lied sharing of certain slang terms;but that
Certain slang usage among Black and White students indicates
an Intimate reciprocity tletween languagv, Culture, expbrIssece
ind rock_music, /hat resist acculturation.

;. Othei points of Aiscussion centeredon the relatibeship of
,11110131Gge and muSic and particulacly, the function of rock
Amok NPR generator of culture-bound.experiences that are
*Coed by *tang.. This study partially suppoctbd Flexner's
(1973) social condltiOnis contlucive to,slang formation and,
Andrews and tlwens (1973). linguistic devices of slang her1va-

4, lions:-

THE RE Al:UNSHIP OF FORMAL OPERATDNS AND SW-
^ TACTICAL COMPLtXITY IN ORAL LANGUAGE OF ADULT

KOMEN Order No. 7901656

KUHN, Sara Elizabeth Eakin, Ed,D.. University of Georgia,
1976. 85pp. Supervisor: Huey B. Long

Th11 oral languaill of 54 white women wag analyzed.for 'syn-
tactic complexity using the This measure was carte-
Wed with scores on Sinnott's Everyday Form Piagetism Tasks.
\Education and age were factors alno considered. Modest cor-
r latices between cgnitive development and-syntactic complex-
ity, education anh ccnttive development, and education and
synt'Itcttc complexity iscovered. A small inverse relit- 4,1)
tion.htp wag; found between age and cognitive development. An
attemp to .study oral metaphor was not productive. ' /
CASE RELATIONSHIPS IN THE CREATIVE ORAL LAN-
GUAGE OF PREOPERATIONAL AND CONCRETE OPERA-
TIONAL Futst GRADERS

. Order No. 7910273

McCABE, PatrickX,-Ph.D. Hofstra-Univeesity, 1979. 181pp.

This investigation fas conducted within a psycholi* tic
framework of reading ti\here a reader actively attempts to rconstruct an 'author's meaning by utilizing Cues provided in.
form of printed language.\ The rationale was drawn from threeareas of research: (1) Ththeory of case relationships. This
is a description of the varioks intraclausal relationships which
a noun can hold in relation toNa verb. (2) The cognitivist theoryof language acquisition. In this titory,.1finguage is mapped onto
pre-existing cognitive stru get's theory of cog-nitive development. In this thought pro-
ceases undergo developmenta

- The purpose of this investi
tionship between cognitive devel
relationships producedin the cre
graders.

mine the rela-
_e_typett occase

language of first

In order to accomplish this purpose, first graders attending
two schools in a suburban school dist t, located on Long Is-
land, New York, were presented w e tasks of cognitive
development, Forty-five preope inci,forty-c4ccrete
operational subjects wer'e identi Thinner. Groups
of three subjects, of the same 0 I, were then pre-,
sented with a sequence of three p ermihed to be use-
ful to elicit language from first gr e subjects then
individually created an original dra and-an accompanying
"pretend" stbry was told to the investigator. Each "pretend"
story was tape recorded and transcribed for analysis accord-
ing tp the following case relationships: (1) state-patient,
(2) process-patient, (3) action-agent, (4) experiential -experi-
encer, (5) locative, (6) ablafive/allative, (7) duration,- and (8) in-strumental. .

In order to determine if there was.a significant difference
between the level of the subjects on each of the ease relation-
ships, eight "t" tests were made.

Aithough the findings indicated that two of the eightfhypoth-.
eses were upheld and six were not, the results appeared to be
explainable in terms of static and dynamic aspects of language.
Inlanguage Which is static, no change of state or condition of
the nominal element within the-clause is indicated. (An exam-
ple- is 4The wood isdry.") in langbage which is dynamic, a
change of state or"coridition of the,nominal element within the
clatise 10 indicated.- (An example is "The wood dried.") it wan
observed that concrete operation0 subjects produced more

. process-patient relationships compared to preoperational sub-
jects. Preopersational subjets, on' the other hand, produced
significantly more state-cailent relationships comparedito the
concrete operational subjectS. 1)th of these findings were ...

predicted by the hypotheses, FlWally, five of the eight findings,
including the two whichsve statistically signiticant,*were inthe direction predicted by e hypotheses. Throe findings werein the opposite-direction fro, that which was predicted..

The conclusions reached were: (1) The static and dynamic
distitiction appears to have similarities to those thought pro-
cesses typical of preoperational and concrete operational
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thought. (2) Subjects' language production appeared to be 000-:
etrained by a cognitive predispnsition." That is, the language'
produced by the sabjects appeared to lie a direct refl ctioe of,
,and confined In the limits of, each subjeet's co e capaiity.
(3) Some Of the verb notions examined appeare to be redundant
on a theoretical level and revisions seemed to be_necessary in
terms of those verb categories. -

Implications far early childhood'education were drawn. In
particular, auggestions were 'Jade regarding the mannk in ,

.which preoperational youngsters should be presented with per-
tain types cg printed language..

CHILDREN'S QUESTIONS AND EXPLANATIONS: Al%) rwas-
TIGATION Ot THE FIELD WITH EMPHASIS ON A LINGUIS:
TIC APPROACH Order No. 7911532

ifeELWEE, Joy Obrocis, Ph.D. 9aremont,Graduate School,
1979. 2_78pp,,

As children use language,to extend their experience, ques-
tions. and :explanations provide verbal opportunity between those
experiences and tte development of concepts. Quespons and
explanatiOns assume ari increasingly imkortant role 'in the
school setting and therefore, have been the subject numerous
'studies analyzing for example, teathr questioning-fexpraining.
There has been however little effort t cOmpile the body.of re-

xplanatioris that existsaearch,on children's questions a
*under various academic rubric - . 0This investigation critically amines the literature con-

cerning children's use of questions and explanation;. In addi-
tion. answers to questions about the hature'of verbal/nonverbal
questions and explainigg are attempted. Practical applicatiOn
of this research specifically to educators is also examined.

The literature investigation.inc.ludes consideration of Dewey's
philosophy of inquiry as a process of coping, the.psycholinguiettl'
'experiments with the use of transformation4Lgrappnat, and ther.-1,----
sociottnguists' e'vrtlenCe-Of chtlUeOce Of Social and cultural
diversity on questions 'and e'xplanations. Lastly, the anthropo-
logical-linguistic identification of language functions as it af-
fedi; the determination of the nature of inquiry arid gxplaining
is examined. Data and categories from the communication anal-
ysis system of John Regan are presented to demonstrate the
option; and strategies exercrs;,d by a child within inquiry and
explaining Throughout, the influence of developmental and
familial factors onIthe growth of questions-aruteplanations is
described.

Understanding the functi.onal use of inquiry and explaining
has particular relevanee for educators in the solving of prob-
lems connected wifh student diversity, student participation,
and reading comprehension. Recognition of whether a questiop
Ii inwiry or an answer is explaining, it is proposed, will aid
educators in evaluating children's functional use of their "in-
istruments of communication to use Regan's term.
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relations from Its elements. This developmentresults in in.,
k creased understanding bf the princiPles.of the, logic of propoii-
210ne Which is citaractarlzed as a linguistic system:

A population of fitst, Second and third.giadePuplis was
'elected toiprovide increased variability in the:abiltties being
measured, ancl'a correlational design wks employed to tjtst tor.
relationships.

The measure of conciete operational intelligence uled i a.'
condervation of mass, weight, and volUme task developed by
Mind as a replication Of Piagetian research.

A linguistic perforiflance nrasUre was de'vel6pe41 utgizing-
Um" @Hotted imitation or sentence repetition methodOlow. The,
tank clevelbped was cohceptuallY derived from the'Anastaalow,
and.,.Hanes Sentence Repetition Task, which ex'tended tp.vork
done bYNienyuk and by Sibbia to older children. The Afriastasiow
and Hanes task focused oh the.repetition of funEtion Word!. The
task Used here measure4 the-child's tendency, to repeat ajfP
°then,' and *epee: *or* ftinclion word pairs used in sen-

e

tone's. 4
I

As a measure of irderstanding of conditional reasoning, the i
Minna; Conditional Reasoning Test developed by Sanner wits
mbdiffed for use with the experimental population. Oi the four4
principles of conditional reasoning used in the original test,
only tb validity principlen of contrapositicin and transttavfty
are used here.

A sample Of fortfy-fitve children from a mlifile class, paro-
chial elementary school were indiviltually administered each
of the measures, in two seSs.a." All testing sessions, were
tape recorded'and scored,saMately. Scoreswere determined
for thi total conserving respohees on the conservations task,
and Vital function words correct on the sentence repetition
task, and the tote/ correct on the Illinois Conditional Reasoning
Teat - validity principles.

Statiatically. significant positive relationships were pre-
dicted between the three variable paire, and between age and
the ionservation total. In addition, function word °response
types* were hypothesized for the fnriction word pairs, and the
typos Were predicted to be significantly refitlkd to the conser-.
vatgIntotal in a eysterhatic wa

ikeareort product moment co?Felation coefficients were
computed for each variable pair, and for age *ith etch Vert:.
able. Results support confIrMation of all hypothesized rela-
tionships. Statistically significant positive relationships have' `
been found for each variable pair, and for age and conserve-
titnylotal. yhe proposed pattern of relationships waseobtalned
for *response typee and conservation total.

'Vise residts are'taken as further evidence of the relation-.
ship between ge'neral cognitive development and developments
in linguistic functioning and conditional reasoning. The results
aie seen is supporting the argument that as operationalltp
comes characteristic of the thought of the child, s/he develops
understanding of the logic of classes andapelations which per-
mits both reusoning from propositions and greater understand-
ing of the meaning of linguistic structures denoting Such rea-
zoning.

COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT, LANGUAGE ACQUISITION,
' 'iND THE DEVELOPMENT OF CONDITIONAL REASON-

,/ UV IN CHILDREN Order NO. 7906022

O'SKAUGHNESSY, Thomas Edward, Ed.D. Indiana University,
1916. 122pp. Chairman: Dr. Nicholas J. Anastasiow

This thesis seeks to test the relationship between Measures
of concrete operationakintelligence, reproduction of language
constructions indicative of propositional reasoning, and under=
standing of certain principles of conditional reasoning.

The problnn addrereed is that of ,ermining g the char-
ieteristics of the structures of concr operational Intejit-

Anince, amino described by Nap* in terms of the logical
system being developed, can be dlrectly related to linguistic
competence. The class logic being developed by the concret
operational child involvs reasoning with propositions.' While
the propositions used at this stage are related by their logical
sealed, logical development within the stage 11 seen as build- .
leg la integrated system of logical grOupings of classes and .

FUNCTIONS OF PRIVATE 'SPEECH IN PRESCHOOL! CHM-
DREN Order No. 79dtlit

PILLEGRINI, Anthony, David, Ph.D. The-Ohio State Univer-
sity, 1978. 130pp. Adviser: Professor J. S. DeStefano

Tbe purpose of the study YAM to observe preschoolers'
,

private speech in o different contexts, free play and doing a
jigsaw puzzle. i The pecific questions asked were: To what
extent does private peech guide actioni? What ,In..the syn-
tactic structure of private opted)? Is the amount of private
speech generated under the puzzle condition related to stiocess
on the puzzle*? Is private speech activity or 41 oriented?

Nine boys and six gills from middle class families reneing
in'age from 44 to 65 months were randomly chosen fronytbree
Connecticut day Care centers, Each child"waeobserved in both
free play and puzzle conditions; the order of presentation was
randoinly assigned. pita were videotaped, transcribed, and
ceded according to eategoried outlined in an observation in-
strument designed for the study; categories includect. social

.f. 2 ,
. ,
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eadeitt; new/ord informatiOn; utterancid, alma.
'parties NyPothises were.tested with the WilcoxonSigried Rank

Xhe hypothesis-0f independents waateeted with the "
IfiartuaneRink,Correlation Coefficient. The probability hi:

' lethesis was tooted with the Binomial Test.
ye evidence of k significant amount Of .self,suiding Speech.

- was found in either puzzl or play conditions. Most cd the new
lalormatiqn was located`in the predicate. in both pelt! and

play conditions; Most ,utteranceslIiboth conditions wen. goal
oriented. .No relationshiA was found between the amount of

. task relevant utteiences observed under the puzzle condition '

:c- .eita perfermance on.the puzzles. More questions-to-self were .

asked in the Auzzlecondition than in free play."Questions were
neither answered nor self-guiding to- a significant .extqnt, how-
ever,' most of them were repeated, reduced, or expanded.

,. 'A4,4ispr djalogic. feature of the utterantes was that many of the
children'marked the begfcming and end of their puzzle encoun-

. ter* w Hh itarative-lkite phraaes.

Ao,.

"mE EEFECT OF CHILDREN'S PRIOR NONVERBAL .COLOR
CONCEPI'S ON TRE LEARNING OF WORDS

Order No.71)04220

RICE, Mabel Elsie Lyddon, h.D. University of Kansas', 1978.
137pp. - . 4 I,

This study-inCestigated the itlationship between nonverbal
conceptual organizapon ard subsequent acquisition of lexical
items, within the domain bicolor terms. The purposes of the
study weret

1. To develoo a robans of assessing preleidcal conceptual
organization that corroponds to a specific linguistic acqui-
sition, withln the semantic domain 6f color terms.

. 2..To determine whether preschool children who match obl.
jects on the basis of color fn a sorting tasleere more likely
to benefit fi-oin training for productive use-of color terms
than,are preschool children who do not matchby colors.

3.-To.explore the interaction betweenprelexical conceptual
status, lexical training, and subsequent conceptual st

'Ten presc ool childreirAO did not know colorterms'were
ntifteri as lor-concept-users (four subjects) and non-color-..

ept-us (s(xsublects) on the basis .of whether they used
eoftot as_a ans Of equating multi-attribute objects on a series
o sortipg tasks. All subjects received the same individual mul-
t e-bsseline training for verbal production of the color terms.
rE4, green toil yellow. Blue,swhite, and black were control
cot s. The sorting tasks were readministered mid- and post-
tral ins.

-Results were as follows:

1. Both groupeof subjects were able to categorize objects
according to a 'Ogle common attribute, color or anitnal,

s and also according to twq dimensions, color plus animal.
The stability of a preference for color sorting was high
across repeated testings fer those subjects designated as
color-concept -users. .

I. Color-concept-users trained in fewer trials than near"
color-concept-esers. Overall, prior conceptual organise-

' Oen was a better predictor for training success than such,
'factors as age or MLU. However, we can infey that prior
Color conceptual organization is not a prerequisite for ogee
el training, since two NCC subjects alse trained quickly.

$. The learning required in trai lag corresponded closely
tcp what has recently been reporte aboilt what chifilten learn
when they acquire colon terrics in t sir natural environment;

4. Alualltative difference was observed in the performance
of the two groulps of subjects. Color-eoneept-usersspon- .

b.timeoesly generalised to corollct comprehension following
erottittion training; noncolorToncept-users did not:Ca-
relt,prodUction of "red," 'green," and 'yellow" co4ekisted
trith incorrect comprehension for four of the NCC sUbjects.

s

r
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This disérepaneinetweee production and comprehension in
on poop of subjetts but net the Other was attributed to their

i'Aittsieetlaf ability to utilize.color as a criteria' attribute for
equating real world objects. -

SEX DIFFERENCES IN, THE DEVELORMENT OF VERBAL
SOCIAL RESPONSES Order No. 7913158

RICH-SIEBZEHNER, Marefa Myra, Ph.D. City University of
New York, ISM.' 11lpp? Adepers: Proffssor Arthur J. Brson-
stein, Professor Louis. J. Gefstman

4 .

Thts study is concerned specifically with linguistic die-
: tincltions as manifested in vocabolary, particularly sex 4iffer-

.
elves in word choice and language style. Contemporary studies
have ehown that there are .sotne differences in the ways that

... in1a1 . lod-rales uSe language, particularly.in regard to ,

.. expl e*us .
. .

. ..
t'';'1, petpose of the present investigations was to determine
,Thwhether. pre- and post-pubeity females as oppdavl to pre. and

Po0t-puberty males, when tested with writteyasks, would
1,) use More words on the baste of total worde used; 2) use
fewer sentences; 3) usefeWCY expletives. .1 .

A questionnaire was utilfzed in order to obtain samples of ...'
. _written language from 225 subjects, both diales and females,

frail three separate age oups (fifth graders, tenth graders
', ,- and college studentp), frojh both public and private schooli.

The subjects' task Tt& respond to eight scenarios, incorpo-
.

rating actions by b th male and female,tactors for a total of
1800 performances, Beyond responding to the scenarios,'each
sub}ect completed a questionnaire designed to elicit informa-
tion regarding parental educatiog and emplpyment so that in- '
ferences regarding social class mightbe made. Each of these
performances generated five dependent variables which were -

-coded for compster analysis. Each response was also eve1.11.-
uated for affect by .two independentjudges.

Regarding yverall sex differences, two predictions made
were confirmed hut &third prediction was reversed. Females
did indeed use more swords and fewer.expletives.- Additionally,

. females exhibited significantly greater variability than males
in number of wads used, but significantly less Variability in
number of expletives. The reversed finding was that females
used more; rather than fewer, sentences than males.

Altogether 69-different expletives were elicited in the study, '
only 18.of which were contributed,by both sexes, the remainder
being foe Are often dde to male'subjects than to female sub-
jects. Molt oilhese were produced in response to hostile be-
havior in thelbefnarios, few it response`to queries.

Accoirding to the results ()IAMB study, it would seem that
although wemen arelless variable in their use of expletives, .).

they are sstIng "re.and stronger expletives than heretofore.
This finding M icate. that women, as they become more
and ibore invold e mainstream otour culture, as they
emerge professi 'and otherwise, tnIgtit be outgrowing
solle of their oi stic habits;, .

4, if

LAN6UAGE EXPERIENCES ANDACTIVITIES IN THE HOME:
THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO THE CHILD'S RECEPTIVE -.
AND EXPRESSIVE VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT UPON
ENTRAPIQE INTO KINDERGARTEN - Order No. 790763.0

41'HORN, thine LaTulippe, Plr.b. University of South Carolina,
11,111. 7Opp. Director: Dr. R. Eleanor Duff

The study had two main purposes. One purpose was to in-
velligate selectedisuiguage experiencee and activities in the
home prior to the entrance ine4 icindergarten, end to
determine *hether a relationship existed between the lanpage
isperiences and actitities provided. for ahe child and the
child's vocabulary development; The second purpose Was to °
determine the releticeship between language expetiences and
activitiee provided,in the home and the edncational and ere-
nowde level of the parent(s).

.1?
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The earn* population consisted of 53 falhily.groups: The
parents in the eh* were administered questionnatres designed
to deterridne the quantity of home support given the chiad and
tie eektcational 'and economic levdl of the parents. The'chtl-a
dimes receptive and expressive vocabulary develoVment was
determined -through the use of language- inventories Oven thein
prior to entrance into kindergarten. The Pea lion Correlation
Procetktee was used to analyze all data related to each hypoth-
esti. It was hypothesized that there would be a positive rela-
tionship fietween parental home suppgrt and receptive and ex-
presolv vocabulary development of The pre .lcindergarten
Also hypothesized was a positive relationship between theaidu-
caticnal and economic level of the parents and the parental
home eupport, as well as, receptive add expressive vocabu-
lary development. a

There was a statistically sIgnificanli relationship between
parental horne support and language development, but an in-
significant relationship.Was sdetermined between the educational
and economic level tgg the parents and the parental support and
receptive and expressive vocabulary development.

If was concluded that parental home support contributed to
Inc reared language develojenent. Whereas, the educational and
economic level of the parents appeared to have had no effect
on the amount of support provided In the horne,nor was there
an effect indicated on the child's receptive and expressive v9-
cabulary development. Further research is necessary to su13-
stantiate these findings.

CH/ILDREN'S EXPLANATIONS OE WORD sIMILARITIES IN
RELATION TO WORD KNOWNNESS Order No. 7903547

TUCKER, Elizabeth Salzby, WAY. University of Virginia,1978.
201pw.

This study was designed tc? explore the development-in writ-
ten language of the child's concept that a 'word." is a linguistic
unit used by people to express meanings. Indirectly, the child's
use of other metalinguistic terms and metacognitive language
was investigated. These related questions wera addressed:
Is the notion of the word as a semantic unit affected ont, by.
schooling? Does the notion develop at an equal rate in oral
language and in written language, or does written language at-

, feet the develripritent of the.semantic notion in oral language?
Does the semantic netion develop as a holistic effect concern-
ing all words or as a partial effect dependent upon whether or
not particular wm:ds are known in written language?

In a Knownness Rating 30 first, seCond, fourth, and Meth
rgraders rated 2¢ words as known and 24 as unknown to them.
The 48 words were cast Into, four knownneas confivrations to
study the effees of the child's knowing all of the words (K-KK),
knawing none f the words (11-1111), or knowing either the stim-
ulus word called the question word (K-UU) or the word chosen,
the choice word (U-KK) in an X:XA,XB paradigm. Sets of the
four knownness configurations in two presentation modils, writ-
ten and otal, were counterbalanced and assigned tO sUbjects at
randerri.

The dependent measure 4as the children's explanations of
choices in a Word Choice task. Content analys indicatetaahat
the protocols could be reliably scored on a -txint scalelli
structural responses; 2,unclassifiable respon s; 3-semantte
responses).

The experiment successfully controlled for the lettl otf-. .-

knisionnesa of both the question word And the rhoice4\ prtt et/.
trary to the results of pilot studies In which knownneeki wee -.4.?
not controlled, main effects for grade were not'ptveseA
four4ay analysis or viirlance, children were fonfid to gliii07.4114:,''
nilliCatitly more semantic responses if either the questioh *Ord
(e <ail) or the chtia.e word (1.). .01) were known and if the word
wOre in the oral rather than written mode (a e .01). Interactions
were preifent for grade and the knownness of the choice word
(g < .01) And for grade, knownness of the choice word, and Mode
of presentation 05), two-way analyses of variance treating
each knownness configuratjon separately again revealed no main
effects for wide. Main effects were present for modnof pre-
ssaation in each of the three configurations in Whith at least
one word was unknolvh (K---UU: p <..01; U-KK: p < .01),JJ-UU:

6

< .01). Interactions between mode of presentation and( grade .

were present in the K-1.111 configuration (e.< .05) and the U-UU
configuratipn (p < 05). Graphs of the interactions indicated,that
theyoungest children treated words unknown in wr1tt40 language
more is structitrai units and words in oral.langtage as semen -
,tic units; by sixth grade, however, all children were responding

sirip words unknown'in written language as semantic units pri-
marily. itesultfrindicated ttiat children of all'ages treatedwords
known in written language semantically as frequently as they did
words In oral language.

Developmental levels of responclipgto the word es a s'entantic
unit were .nor indicated; rather, diveloptnentaf pattd rms. were
indicated by the interactions of giade with mode.Of presentation
and with knownness conditions. Descriptivennalyse2p of individ-
ual protocala suggested that several semanttc strategies were
developingand coming under conscious control of the child.

Descriptive analyses also produced confirming evidence that
School children' confuse and misase metalinguistie tams. It
was concluded that teachers should become aware of possible
lack of understanding of metalanguage by children beginning to1
learn to read. Research was suggested concerning the effects
of systematically teaching or modelling the 'use of metalanguage.

CONSERVATION OF SUBSTANCE: THE EiliECT OF LAN
CUAGE ON LOGICAL vio,uctrr IN YOUNG CHIS,DREN"

Order No. 7910867

VIBULSRL.Chatimong, Ph.D. University of Denver, 1978.
218pp:

.; An experiment was conducted to two)main purposes: (a) to
determine,lf langtiage can facilitate thesolving of cohserva-

problemS by Young children, (b) to develop a research
paradigm and generate a set of empirical data designed to test
the c'onflicting ideas of Plaget arid Bruner Concerning the re-
latiOnship between language and thought in young children.
The Piaget -Bruner controversy was derived from their studies
regarding young children's abilities to sone problems, espe-
daily the.problems of conservation of sub.stance. Conservation
of substance refers to the principle that a giVen amount of sub-.
stance renrins constant, even though its shape or dist ributi-on
is-altered. Piaget maintains that young children's,achievement
of conservation depends on the development of'operational
structures,* not 'ogthe effect of- languar. Unlike Plaget,-

43hiner streSses language (Kerbal eXplanation)e an essen-
tial grereqUisite for the :ichievement of conservation in young

;chi ldren.
Three hypotheses were formulated and tested in the study:

H

14 :

H

Children exposed to p,ictures.on a, videotape with verbal
explanation.of conservation principles will perforv
significantly better than children exposed to the same
pictures on a videotape without verbal explanatien when
'they are requiyed to take the same conservation test-.

VE) (1)).

Children exposed to the recorded verbal e,xplanation
without-seeing any illustrative Pictuces on the video-
tape will perform signifiCantly better than children
exposed only to the Eltistrative pictures on the video-
tape Withoal hearing any verbal explanation of the Same
conservation principles.. (VE) (P).

There will be no significant dkfference in cmmervation
betwien children exposed only_ to the recorded verbal
explahation and children exposed simultaneously to
both ihe recorded verbal explantion and illustrative
pictures. (VE) (P VP:).

A total of 124 "nonconservers" identified by the selection
test- comprised. the sample fm this research. The samplC was
drawn from a stratified population of school childreq; in Jer-
ferson County, Colorado, whose ages were 5, 6, anti
the main experinwntal paradigm was 3 X 3 factorial de'idgn.
Two -major Independent vati:ibles we're emphved (a) "video-
taping and recording Information,* presented to the children in
three different condition!: P. VE, and P VE1 Ic res only,
verbal explanation only, and 0 oemblnation of ho pictures



vothol explanation, respectively); (b)."age Of the semle,*
with three.ditferent levels: ' fi,6, and I yeirs. 1411 children .

sprit randomly assigned to one, of the three conditiond.. Three
dependent variables were used, nathely: thrle bets bf
drmes scores earned on orm selection test and on.two achieve-
enent tests.

. \Children's test performances. were graded on a 3,poInt
-scale: 0 fail, 1 inierniediate, and 2' paha. The same test
scores were computed as frequency data, ordinal-scale'data,
and interval-scale data. Analyses of data covered both the re- 2

sponse' change of all children and the raw data. Computsr.pro-
. goosing was utilized for all statistical analyses.

The results revealed that neither Piaget's nor Bruner'i
theorieft are totally accurate. The data supported Plaget with
regard to age of -children as 'a major factor in conserve-
ticm achieveMent and with regard to the importance of factors
ether thanianguage in the achieyement of conservation.-ifbw-
ever, Piaget seems to underestimate the iibportance- of len"-

The findings partially supported Bruner when he contends
thai:language can facilitate young children's solving of con-
servation problems. Unfortunately,, Bruner seems to overr-
emphasize the importance of language when he argues that Ian-
page is the essential factor for conservation achievement.
The Overall results suggest that both Piaget's and Bruner's
theories need to be integrated.

..
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